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“ICT Integration in the Education System:
an Ongoing Project for China”

    Having spent my entire childhood in China, I was able to receive basic ICT educa-
tion at a relatively young age. Starting from 4th grade, a new class called ‘Informa-
tion & Technology’ was added into our school timetable, where we were taught 
basic computer skills. Despite the given education, I didn’t have many chances to 
explore ICT fully. Although China has expanded rapidly in various ICT areas through-
out the past few years, it still lacks a fully established ICT education in the domestic 
education system as young generations are merely familiarized with an environ-
ment with updated technology, such as smart phones and computer games, rather 
than a full understanding and recognition of the extensive ICT development. It 
seems that China still has a long way to go in having an effective implementation of 
ICT in basic education.
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                                                                               ICT education in China faces barri                                                                           
                                                                           ers including inadequate access to 
                                                                           technology, insufficient support of 
                                                                           ICT usage from administrative 
                                                                           departments, and instructors’ philos
                                                                           ophy of teaching [1].  According to an 
                                                                           empirical study [2], teachers’ behav
                                                                           iors and attitudes toward ICT can 
                                                                           directly affect the effectiveness of 
                                                                           technology integration on students. 
On one hand, South Korea places great emphasis on teacher education and ensure 
that they receive certain training before going into the classroom [3].  For example, 
the majority of schools were able to utilize ICT to improve the current education 
within the classroom; more and more teachers were certified with the usage of ICT 
technology and inspire students to explore learning with the new technology on 
their own. Meanwhile, teachers in China are rather reluctant towards the fast-for-
ward pattern of learning and only apply respective teachings on a limited area. In 
order to prepare students for a student-centered pedagogy in an ICT environment, 
these teachers should effectively facilitate and assist the assimilation of ICT envi-
ronment in the classroom.

    Another limitation of ICT education 
in China is the lack of official standar
ds that would specify ICT usage and 
strengthen its implementations. Beca
use it is a subject that is not included
 in the nation's college entrance exa
m (gao kao), information technology 
classes are not emphasized as much 
as other subjects for most schools. 
The education system in U.K lists ICT 
in the nation’s official education syst
em, providing guidelines for ICT implementation in schools and specific standards 
and syllabuses for ICT learning content for children from 5 to 16 years old [4]. How-
ever, ICT education in China is not fully incorporated into the educational law, and 
therefore, remains at the experimental level.
    
    In conclusion, an enhanced ICT learning environment should be implemented on 
a large scale due to the many benefits that would cultivate youth to efficiently 
create and manage information and communication systems. 
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Worldwide Hotels Falling Victim to
Malware Attacks

    People’s personal information have been accessed by malware attackers. They have 
stolen customers’ data from hotels and business to be sold to criminals worldwide, 
including credit card information from travelers stored within hospitality manage-
ment networks such as those from online travel agencies (OTAs). Therefore, Kaspersky 
launched a research which revealed that over 20 hotels in Latin America, Europe, and 
Asia have fallen victim to malware attacks [2].                  cccc 
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     The research identi d Revenge otel and ProCC as two malware  
targeting ho y main undiscov  Rev otel is 
co  of various gr  that use conventional remote access trojans to target 
the y businesses  These gro o t ess for 
an assessment of what seems to be governm te c y making reser-
vations for a large number o eo  They also use dynamic DNS infrastructure 
to commercially access hosting services and self-hosting servers  o, they sell 
credentials from affected systems which allow other cybercriminals to access the 

nfected rec desk remotely

                                                                                                      The main vector is                      
                                                                                                    via email  Research
                                                     orted that the 
                                                                                                    emails usually con                        
                                                                                                    tain malicious Word, 
                                                                                                    E cel, h

                                                                                   ments that make use 
                                                                                   of vulnerabilities 
                                                                                   such as 7-  to 

                                                                                                    enter the system 
                                                                                                    when downloaded  
                                                     y hotels 
                                                     ted 
                                                                                                    systems, it is easy for 
the attacker to use a number of custom trojans  When the system is affected, the 
attackers use a backdoor to take screensho e credit 
card informatio by another module called Scre he same 
time  In the end, the information is sent to the attacker's command-and-control 
(C&C) server via a tunnel created by the trojans.

 many hotels were falling victim, otels C ort ment 
system was infected  St h , k f tels, did not 
reveal information regarding the number of hotel chains affected, but she reminded 
clients to review the nt statements closely rt any unauthorized 
charges to their card immediately

    technology advances, these attacks are becoming more severe and anyone can 
easily fall victim due to the similarity of the malicious emails to the original book-
ing email  owever, these emails can be recognized due to the fake URL of the 
organization  working hard to o eventions and solutions 
to these attacks, hotels a well as other organizations handling customer data must 
be v ecautions to avoid data breach
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